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We have studied the equilibria of pure electron plasmas
in a Penning-Malmberg trap with an axially-varying
magnetic field. The theory of such plasmas predicts
several interesting features: In cold, dense plasmas the
density must scale with the magnetic field strength; the
electrostatic potential varies along the field lines to make
this density variation possible. Further, the plasma profile
does not follow the magnetic field lines; the plasma radius
in the high-field region of the magnetic mirror is smaller
than would be obtained by simply following the field lines
from the plasma's low-field radial edge into the high-field
region. Also, electrons are trapped both in the high-field
region and low-field region. Our experimental observations
confirm several aspects of our theory. The density scaling
with magnetic field is linear for cold plasmas; for hot, lowdensity plasmas the density is nearly independent of the
magnetic field strength, as one expects in the case of a
neutral plasma in a magnetic mirror. As predicted, the
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plasma profile does not follow the field lines. All of this
has implications for the stability of the m=1 diocotron
mode in traps with an axial gradient in the magnetic field.
We find that this mode is surprisingly long-lived despite
the gradient, surviving through over 1000 cycles.
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For dense, cold non-neutral plasmas:
• Density proportional to magnetic field.
• Potential varies along field lines.
• Outer plasma radius necks down more sharply than the
field lines.
• Particles trapped in both the low and high field ends.

For tenuous, hot non-neutral plasmas:
(Similar to a neutral plasmas)
• Density independent of magnetic field.
• Potential varies along field lines.
• Outer plasma radius follows the field lines.
• Particles trapped in the low field end only.
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For example, for a plasma held in a magnetic field that
decrease linearly as shown below:

The dense, cold equilibria looks like this:

While the hot, tenuous equilibria looks like this:
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We have confirmed some of these predictions
experimentally. We use a pure electron plasma trap that
can be pulled out of its solenoidal magnetic field.
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Because of the fall off at the end of the magnet, the trap is
in a gradient magnetic field.

We can measure the local density by splitting the plasma to
isolate a small section and then dumping the plasma out
onto a pinhole. By mapping the field lines back, we can
determine the local density.
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Typical results are shown in the graph below. For the blue
data, the trap was not pulled out very far, and the magnetic
field only decreased by 33%. The trap was pulled out
further for the green data, giving a field decrease of 71%.
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The next graph shows the line density as a function of
position.

In both graphs the theoretical predictions, given by the
lines, are in good agreement with the data.
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For cold plasmas, the plasma radius necks down faster than
the field lines:

Said differently, if the plasma is dumped onto the
collection plate, the radius of the charge from the high field
region will be smaller than the radius of the charge from
the low field region, even allowing for the natural
expansion of the plasma as it streams out along the field
lines during the dumping process. This effect is illustrated
by the next measurement.
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Theory
• In global thermal equilibrium, there are no shears.1 The
fluid rotation frequency ω must be constant.
• The fluid rotation is the sum of:
• The E × B rotation,
ω E×B = en 2ε 0 B .

• The diamagnetic drift rotation,
ω ∇n = (kT enrB 2 )∇n × B .

1

See Prasad and O’Neil, Phys. Fluids 22, p278 (1979).
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• In cold, dense plasmas, the E × B rotation dominates:
 e  n 
  = const ,
• Since ω ≈ ω E×B = 
2
ε
 0  B 

n ∝ B.
• In hot, tenuous plasmas, the diamagnetic drift dominates:
 kT  ∇n  × B =
• Since ω = ω ∇n = 
const ,
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n
erB




n ≈ const .
For simplicity consider a plasma subjected to a step like
increase in field.
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The resulting cold equilibrium will resemble:

Density changes can only be due to potential changes along
field lines. Thus the potential must be more positive in
high field region.
Potential acts through a Boltzmann factor:
n ∝ exp[− (H − ωL ) kT ] ⇒ n ∝ exp[eΦ kT ].
Therefore:

kT Bmax
∆Φ = − ln
.
e
Bmin
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If the plasma followed the field lines, the plasma radius
would scale as rp ∝ 1 B . Combined with the density
scaling n ∝ B , the line charge would be
1
λ = e nrp2 ∝ B ∝ const .
B
The potential drop across plasma would be:
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This is more negative in the high field region! But the
plasma density increase demands that the potential drop be
more positive. Consequently the plasma radius must neck
down faster than the field lines.
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The following cartoon shows representative potentials at
several points within the plasma. As is necessary to get a
density increase, the plasma is more positive on the axis in
the high field region. However the potential difference
reverses at larger radius, self-consistently causing the
plasma radius to neck down appropriately.
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Particles with high perpendicular velocity are trapped in
the low field region because of the standard mirroring
effect. But particles are also attracted into the high field
region by the potential gradient. This distorts the standard
mirror division into trapped and untrapped regions.
Low Magnetic Field
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In a normal mirror, particles are not trapped in the high
field region. However, the potential drop pushing particles
into the high field region (necessary for the density
increase) will trap particles in that region.
High Magnetic Field
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The net result is that a substantial fraction of the particles
are trapped.
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Diocotron Lifetimes

Diocotrons last a surprisingly long time in gradient fields:
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The diocotron frequency at the two ends of the plasma
differ by the magnetic field ratio. How the plasma
manages to stay together, especially considering the
trapped particles, is not understood.
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Summary
• The mirror equilibrium is quite unusual.
♦ Density varies along field lines.
♦ Potential varies along field lines.
♦ Particles trapped in both high and low fields.
• Gradients are an inevitable consequence of design
imperfections.
• Feature of some designs.
• Interesting target plasma for experiments requiring a
density gradient.
• Possible spin applications:
♦ Spins separate in high and low fields.
♦ No mirror force on lowest-Landau-level electrons with
anti-aligned spin.
♦ Spin relaxation experiments.2
♦ Possible source for spin-polarized electrons, positrons.

2

Shi-Jie Chen and Dan Dubin, “Equilibration Rate of Spin Temperature in Strongly Magnetized Pure
Electron Plasma,” Phys. Fluids B 5, 691 (1993).
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